
About Charlotte

As part of the Nashville Tennessee metropolitan area, Charlotte is rich in cultural
diversity and entertainment. Just 32 miles from one of the most well-known country
music capitals in the U.S, Charlotte is a historic and unique city that is known for more
than music.

Smaller in size and population than nearby Nashville, Charlotte is a slower pace, and
quieter town that remains close enough to the big city for an easy commute. Enjoying
the benefits that Nashville offers, while avoiding the crowds and traffic that comes with a
larger city is just one of the appealing benefits that Charlotte offers.

For much of the 19th century, Charlotte thrived as a stagecoach hub, welcoming
travelers from all walks of life. With the railroad arriving in the second half of the century,
the town quieted down with most of the travelers and industrial industries shifting to
Dickson which sits a short distance to the southwest.

With its 19th century popularity, the town of Charlotte has preserved many of its historic
buildings and landmarks. From antique stores to museums and historic state parks, the
town offers visitors a chance to follow in the footsteps of travelers from the past.

Having something historic and restored around almost every turn, Charlotte provides
some unique, and one-of-a-kind event spaces that can’t be found anywhere else. The
beauty and character of the aged buildings make for a memorable, and intriguing space
to host weddings, baby showers, and birthday parties.

Birthday Party Options in Charlotte

Celebrations that are memorable, fun, and unique are the ones that will stick with
guests and everyone in attendance for a lifetime. Getting all the pieces to come together
can feel like a daunting task, but bringing in some outside help from professional
companies and services can help with both the planning and execution of any event.

● Decoration
Having a decorator who can turn a space into something amazing for events and
parties is crucial. Everything from birthday parties, to weddings and family
get-togethers, can be custom-designed and decorated to fit any occasion.

● Caterers



Food is a key ingredient to any successful event, finding something that
everyone in attendance can enjoy can be a tricky task. However, finding a local
caterer that can prepare, deliver, and sometimes serve a variety of food to guests
can be a great solution.

● Florists
Flower arrangements and displays that complement the decorations, and themes
can be that extra detail that makes any event unique. Florists can provide parties
with a large selection of color, scent, and beautiful floral pieces that fit into any
venue.

● Equipment Rentals
Whether it’s large projectors for a corporate function or smaller items for smaller
individual parties, equipment rentals can provide the items needed to host a
successful event.

● Photographers
Documenting moments that can last a lifetime, or finding the perfect photo to
advertise a business meeting, a photographer can capture moments that can be
kept for years to come.

● Videographers
Some moments are best revisited through video, unlike photography, a
videographer captures the sound, atmosphere, and moments through their living
pictures.

Event Planning Companies in Charlotte

● Velour Premier Events
One of the top-rated event planning companies in the Nashville area, Velour
believes that every event is a special milestone that deserves precise and
extraordinary planning that turns it into something memorable.

● Laurie D’Anne Events
Working to turn your dream party or event into reality, Laurie D’Anne Events is
known throughout Tennessee for planning some of the most unique, and magical
events around.

● Total Package Events



Serving the Nashville and Kentucky area for over 25 years, Total Package Events
is a full-service event planning company that is focused on making any size party
special or event one of a kind.

● Big Events Inc.
“Wowing the socks off of all who attend”, is what Big Events Inc. strives to do for
any occasion. From birthday parties to larger functions, they aim to plan events
that are customized and unique for their clients.

Pros and Cons of Having a Birthday Party in Charlotte

Pros

● Historical Sights
Charlotte’s rich history makes it a fun and educational town for the entire family to
visit. From its museums to historical parks, the town has plenty to offer for visitors
to see.

● Music
With its location near Nashville, the town has a love for music and arts. Charlotte
is home to some individual talent that can’t be found anywhere else.

● Locals
Smaller than many of the surrounding cities, the town has a small-time vibe and
the locals embrace educating, and showing off their culture and history.

● Small town Feel
Fewer crowds and less traffic are always a plus when traveling anywhere.
Charlotte offers sites and entertainment while avoiding the heavier populated
cities.

● Location to Major City
Having that small-town feel but close enough to larger cities, Charlotte is close
enough to Nashville that a day trip is easy to plan to experience a more active
nightlife and a larger variety of activities.

Cons



● Weather
The hot humid summers can be intense, making it uncomfortable for those
sensitive to heat.

● Small Town
Smaller in size and population, the town of Charlotte doesn’t offer as much
entertainment and nightlife as the larger cities.

● Entertainment
Most local talent performs in nearby Nashville, leaving the town of Charlotte with
fewer options to keep visitors busy.

● Limited Options
Home to some beautiful and historical buildings and parks, the town has fewer
venue options than other nearby cities offer, limiting the options when finding and
selecting a venue.

● Travel
An extra step in travel plans is required when visiting Charlotte, away from major
cities and airports, the town requires more travel to get to and from than other
locations.

Famous Birthday Party Locations in Charlotte

Capable of hosting unique and fun birthday parties, weddings, and company functions,
Charlotte has some breathtaking historical parks and sites that can entertain and
educate visitors looking for a memorable event or party.

● Promise Land Historic Site
Promise Land, also known as the Promised land, is a historic rural community
founded just north of Charlotte after the civil war. Founded by former slaves, the
site has original buildings and an annual festival that celebrates its history.

● Country View Market
The Country View Market is an Amish market offering the freshest food and
handmade goods in the region. Offering fresh bulk foods and an on-site deli, the
market is a one-of-a-kind store to experience.

● The Patterson Ranch



For horse lovers, The Patterson Ranch offers visitors twenty acres of pastures
and over ten miles of trails for horseback riding. The ranch also offers boarding
and riding lessons for those wanting to learn more about taking care of and riding
horses.
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